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ABSTRACT
2
We present a physically consistent but simple stochastic boundary layer
scheme implemented in the Met Office’s Unified Model. It can most natu-
rally be expressed as temporally correlated multiplicative Poisson noise with
a distribution that depends on physical scales. In practice, the distribution can
be highly skewed at convection-permitting scales with horizontal grid lengths
around 1 km when temporal correlation is far more important than spatial.
The scheme has been evaluated using small ensemble forecasts of two case
studies of severe convective storms over the UK. Perturbations are temporally
correlated over an eddy-turnover time scale, and may be similar in magnitude
to or larger than the mean boundary-layer forcing. However, their mean is
zero and hence they, in practice, they have very little impact on the energetics
of the forecast, so overall domain-averaged precipitation, for example, is es-
sentially unchanged. Differences between ensemble members initialised from
the control do grow; after around 12 h they appear to be roughly saturated; this
represents the time scale to achieve a balance between addition of new per-
turbations, perturbation growth and dissipation, not just saturation of initial
perturbations. The scheme takes into account the area chosen to average over,
and results are insensitive to this area at least where this remains within an
order of magnitude of the grid scale. Some, relatively weak, sensitivity to
choice of magnitude of perturbations is found. Even when saturated, ensem-
ble spread due to boundary-layer turbulent variability does not provide enough
ensemble spread to change larger scale properties of the forecast, but the en-
semble spread certainly encompasses cloud-scale variability, as the forecasts



























In recent years, there has been a rapid growth in the development and use of so-called38
‘convective-scale’ numerical weather prediction (NWP) systems using ‘convection permitting39
models’ (CPMs) (Clark et al. 2016). In building quantitative NWP systems, it is widely recog-40
nised that a number of aspects of the system are only known with some degree of uncertainty.41
Ensemble-prediction systems (hereafter ensembles) are designed to translate our understanding of42
uncertainty into reliable probabilistic forecasts, in particular of hazardous weather events. The43
uncertainty can come from many areas including model uncertainty and initial and boundary con-44
dition uncertainty, all of which have been studied at the convective-scale (e.g. Leoncini et al. 2010,45
2013; Keil et al. 2014; Kühnlein et al. 2014). It is essential that these uncertainties are represented46
accurately.47
All forms of uncertainty may have an important role in a forecast as errors, particularly at the48
convective-scale, can, and do, generally grow quickly within forecasts (e.g. Lorenz 1969; Ho-49
henegger and Schär 2007). The consensus in convective-scale studies is that errors grow primarily50
as a result of the processes occurring within convection (Zhang et al. 2003; Hohenegger et al.51
2006). Initial studies considered the growth from initial conditions and indicated that not only52
was error growth faster than in larger-scale models models that use parametrized convection (Ho-53
henegger and Schär 2007) but that forecasts could be improved in certain situations through better54
specification of the initial conditions (e.g. Melhauser and Zhang 2012). As expected, the pre-55
dominant impact of the error growth from initial condition uncertainty occurred at the start of the56
forecast (Keil et al. 2014; Kühnlein et al. 2014), though of course this uncertainty will have some57
impact downstream. On the other hand, due to their regular refreshing, the boundary condition un-58
certainty led to consistent error growth throughout the forecasts (Keil et al. 2014; Kühnlein et al.59
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2014). Uncertainty also arises, for many reasons, from the representation of physical processes60
within the model. Investigations of error growth from simulated model physics variations in CPMs61
suggest that they have the greatest impact when initiated within the boundary layer (Lean 2006)62
and during the initiation and development of convective events (Leoncini et al. 2010; Keil et al.63
2014). However, it is clear that all forms of uncertainty need to be represented in the model to64
allow for some form of variability on all scales from the start of the run, despite the different in-65
teractions and impacts of the error growth in the different convective situations (e.g. Raynaud and66
Bouttier 2016).67
Uncertainty in the boundary-layer can, itself, arise from a number of sources. The first is ‘model68
error’ due to the fact that model parametrizations are not perfect. Put more precisely, it is important69
to recognise that, in the case of the boundary layer, boundary layer schemes (including shallow-70
convection) are designed to predict the ensemble mean of realisations of a turbulent boundary-71
layer in quasi-equilibrium. (It must be emphasised that the ensemble here is purely conceptual72
and nothing to to with ensemble-based NWP.) With given boundary conditions and forcing, we73
assume that there is a unique ensemble mean solution, but no scheme always reproduces this74
perfectly. Schemes tend to have systematic errors; in an ideal world these would be correctable75
via a bias-correction scheme, leaving an unbiased error, but in many cases this has only been done76
through a form of assessment and manual tuning. Taking account of this has lead to the use of77
“multi-physics” or “poor-man’s” ensemble, e.g. Ebert (2001). While undoubtedly important, this78
source of error is conceptually difficult as it is not based upon physics, but rather the inadequacies79
of our modelling of physics. As Ebert (2001) shows, it is essential that the performance of each80
model is properly taken into account before an optimal ensemble is designed. If not approached81
very carefully, it can lead to the artificial enhancement of ensemble spread to meet quantitatively82
desirable criteria by deliberately introducing less accurate parametrizations.83
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Physically-based uncertainty arises from the heterogeneity of the boundary-layer. In CPMs we84
want a space/time mean over finite domain not the ensemble mean but we have no direct meth-85
ods to establish how to parametrize this. Even a boundary layer with horizontally homogeneous86
forcing results in a highly inhomogeneous instantaneous turbulent flow. We assume that the sta-87
tionary system is ergodic, i.e. that sufficiently long/wide time/space averages tend to the ensemble88
mean. However, as we look at increasingly small space and time periods, our ability to predict89
flux divergences is limited by the inherent variability of the turbulent flow.90
Heterogeneity can also be introduced by the surface-exchange process. Many surface schemes,91
including that in the Met Office Unified Model (MetUM), account for surface inhomogeneity us-92
ing techniques based upon the concept of blending height (e.g. Mason 1988) which accounts for93
inhomogeneity on scales of a few 100 m; theory tells us that the boundary-layer then ‘sees’ an94
effective surface. The key point is that this heterogeneity is on a smaller scale than the convective-95
overturning scale considered in our scheme, so as a source of variability this should be less impor-96
tant. Heterogeneity at the model grid scale and larger is explicit in the model (though, of course,97
many questions surround whether the surface forcing should be smoothed for numerical reasons).98
Nevertheless, there is probably a range of scales in between where surface heterogeneity, if it99
exists, contributes to boundary layer variability.100
In addition, there is uncertainty associated with surface characteristics. This may be essentially101
fixed or slowly varying (e.g. exactly how tall are the trees and hence what is roughness length,102
or what is their Leaf Area Index). This may be of very practical importance but is not a problem103
of physics but of information that can, in principle and, increasingly, in practice, be acquired.104
However, some variables, notably soil moisture, may have uncertainty that is impractical to reduce105
by measurement.106
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A number of studies exist concerning the impact of boundary-layer uncertainty. One technique107
that has been used in atmospheric models when examining the predictability of convective events108
lumps small-scale stochastic variations in the boundary layer due to all unresolved turbulent pro-109
cesses into relatively arbitrary stochastic pertubation fields in the form of Gaussian “bumps” (e.g.110
Done et al. 2012; Leoncini et al. 2013; Flack et al. 2018). Whilst used as the only form of un-111
certainty represented in the model it has not produced large spread at the kilometre-scale (Flack112
et al. 2018). However, the representation of the processes has been useful for determining different113
positions and magnitudes of scattered showers and convection in general. Here we go beyond this114
to develop a stochastic boundary-layer perturbation scheme that specifically takes into account115
variation due to sampling the turbulent processes. The ideas below take this as a starting point,116
assuming that our ensemble mean parametrization of the system is correct and that our task is to117
estimate the ‘sampling error’ or noise that arises from averaging the system over a smaller time118
period and area than would be required for the average to be sufficiently converged to equal the119
ensemble mean. We do not take account of heterogeneity of the surface or model error, though the120
scheme is designed to be compatible with any boundary-layer scheme,121
It should be noted that the objective is to gain reasonable physically-based estimates of the122
sampling uncertainty as a function of model resolution, as it must increase as resolution decreases.123
At current CPM scales, the studies cited above lead us to expect that mesoscale uncertainty in124
initial an boundary conditions is the primary contributor to ensemble spread.125
The methodology discussed in this paper is inspired by Plant and Craig (2008) but can be traced126
back to the idea of shot-noise decomposition of turbulence, that is briefly reviewed in Section 2.127
The new scheme is described in Section 3. We first introduce a simple bulk parametrization of the128
convective boundary layer (CBL) in order to introduce scaling, but also as a means to illustrate129
the approach in a simple framework. Section 4 outlines implementation of the scheme in the130
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MetUM. Similar schemes have been implemented by others (e.g. Lock 2016; Kober and Craig131
2016, hereafter KC) and we compare our scheme with these in Section 5.132
We then test the scheme. This testing evaluates the impact of the scheme on its own; it is not133
expected that this source of uncertainty can account for whole of forecast error, so evaluation is134
restricted in Part I of this paper to impact on ensemble spread and not on overall forecast relia-135
bility. The latter is addressed in Part II of this paper. The testing (in Part II) compares forecast136
uncertainty due to initial and boundary condition uncertainty with the uncertainty resulting from137
the scheme running continuously. It relies on the existence of realistic initial and boundary con-138
dition perturbations from the MOGREPS scheme; this only has one boundary-layer scheme in139
operational use. At present it is therefore not feasible to test cleanly with another boundary-layer140
scheme (though its design would make this straightforward in a model with multiple schemes).141
To test the scheme, diagnostics designed to test convective-scale ensemble rainfall forecasts have142
been used; these are described in Section 6 and applied to case studies in Section 7 and in Part II.143
Finally, we summarise our conclusions regarding the scheme’s characteristic behaviour in Section144
8.145
2. Shot-noise decomposition146
The primary objective is to represent the variability that arises on space and time scales some-147
what larger than the characteristic scales of boundary-layer eddies. We do not wish to describe the148
detailed behaviour of these eddies, but, rather, to capture the consequences of their intermittent149
and chaotic occurrence. Our starting point is to assume that eddies occur randomly and inde-150
pendently. This is a restriction that shall be discussed below. The idea of modelling a turbulent151
process as a superposition of random events was first proposed by Lumley (1967), and a particular152
methodology was described by Moin and Moser (1989). By analogy with the electronic noise that153
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occurs due to the carrying of current by independent, random electrons, this approach is known as154
’shot-noise’ decomposition.155
We assume that eddies occur as independent, random events, that one might term eddies. Sup-156
pose we consider just temperature, the warming provided by ‘unit eddy’ is characterised by a func-157
tion φ (z,x, t) with x and t relative to some reference point in the eddy. Thus, φ includes length158
and time scales over which this warming is spread. Note that we have included a z dependence but159
this, at least when averaged horizontally, must equal that of the mean field.160
Eddies occur randomly in space and time, at a set of points {xi, ti} and amplitudes {ai}, where161
ai is an independent random variable with a given pdf. We can think of a function F made up of162
delta functions with these amplitudes and locations,163




aiδ (x−xi, t− ti) (1)
The probability of an event occurring in the infinitesimal interval δxδyδ t is pδxδyδ t follows164
Poisson statistics. Then the field of increments applied to the model state, denoted S, can be165
constructed convolving this with φ :166





aiφ (z,x− xi,y− yi, t− ti) (2)
It is then straightforward to show that the autocorrelation function of S (in time and/or space)167
is just that of φ . An important parameter of the autocorrelation function, the integral time scale168
for the process, τφ , is obtained by integrating the autocorrelation function over time. Equivalent169
results exist for spatial autocorrelation functions and integral length scales, `xφ and `yφ .170
We assume, without proof, that successive regions in space become uncorrelated if we average171
over a distance longer than the integral length scale. Similarly, if we average over areas greater than172
the product of integral length scales in x and y, successive regions in space become uncorrelated.173
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We can then think of F as the source of a quantity such as temperature provided by the stochastic174
process. We assume that each ‘delivers’ ai over an average time scale τφ and area At = `xφ `yφ .175
Under these circumstances, the variability of the space/time averaged field is solely determined by176
the variability in ai and the number of events. This may be illustrated by a simple example using177
a bulk parametrization of the CBL. This will help motivate the final scheme but also facilitate a178
discussion of relevant space and time scales compared with model resolution and timesteps.179
3. A Bulk Parametrization180
a. Ensemble mean parametrization181
We take as a starting point a bulk model of the CBL (e.g. Carson 1973). To illustrate our182
approach, we shall ignore moisture and assume that the top of the boundary layer is a rigid, im-183
permeable lid. Including these is straightforward but adds nothing to the insights gained with184
our simplified model. The key parameters are thus the boundary-layer depth, h, and the surface185






where ρ is the density of air, Cp is the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure, and187
〈w′θ ′〉0 is the ensemble mean of the covariance of fluctuations of vertical velocity and potential188
temperature at the surface.189
From these we can derive the convective velocity scale w∗, and thence the scale for temperature190














Here, 〈θ〉 is the vertical average of the ensemble-mean θ and g is the acceleration due to gravity.193
Note that the boundary layer literature often uses the opposite sign convention, but it is conceptu-194
ally easier here to drop this sign convention as we are primarily considering CBLs. In a well-mixed195



























where we have introduced an ‘eddy-turnover time scale’, τ∗ = h/w∗.199
As a numerical example, if H = 400 W m−2 and h = 1000 m, w∗ ≈ 2.2 m s−1 and θ∗ ≈ 0.2 K.200
The eddy-turnover time scale, τ∗, is about 460 seconds or nearly 8 minutes.201
b. A Simple ’Shot-Noise’ version of the bulk CBL202
We adopt a very similar approach to that of Plant and Craig (2008) in dealing with deep convec-203
tion. We assume that204
1. The mean heating is actually delivered to the boundary layer through a set of discrete ther-205
mals.206
2. Our space/time averaging is on a scale at least the size of one thermal. (Spatial correlation207
will be discussed in a little more depth in Sec. 5.)208
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3. The key source of variability is the number of thermals, in a given area, averaged over and209
we do not need to consider, in detail, the structure of a thermal.210
A difference from Plant and Craig (2008) is that they also assume a distribution of thermal (i.e.211
cloud) properties based on statistical–mechanical arguments. We could, no doubt, extend our212
argument similarly, but for the present we shall concentrate on the number variability. It should be213
noted that this approach is the natural counterpart of the idea that the problem with the ‘grey-zone’214
is that we are no longer averaging over a ‘large’ number of clouds (as assumed by the pioneers of215
‘massflux’-based convection schemes, Arakawa and Schubert (1974)).216
Each thermal ‘event’ delivers heating such that an area At is warmed (throughout the depth of217
the boundary layer) by θt by the thermal, in timescale τt ; the total heat delivered per thermal is thus218
Qt = ρCpθtAth. Note that At is the average area occupied by one thermal; it includes the upward219
motion (e.g. a convective thermal) and downward motion (i.e. the whole region influenced by220
the thermal). It makes sense to assume that At ∝ h2; the result is that we can express the relative221
variability in boundary-layer heating entirely in terms of h and w∗ or, equivalently, h and τ∗.222
We assume that thermals occur entirely at random (independently) with probability p per unit223
area and time. The probability that a thermal occurs in an infinitesimal time dt in a given (small)224
area dA is pdAdt. The number of thermals which occur in finite time ∆t and finite area ∆A is225
thus given by a Poisson distribution. The mean number is n(∆A,∆t) = p∆A∆t, so the number of226





with n = λ = p∆A∆t.228
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The total heat delivered is Q = p∆A∆tQt so the average rate of change of mean potential tem-229











Note that, in a Poisson distribution, the variance in the number of events equals the mean, so the232
variance in the heat supplied to volume ∆Ah in ∆t is233
var(Q) = p∆A∆tQ2t (12)





















If we assume θt = θ∗, (which makes sense to within a constant, which we shall assume is subsumed236





and the Poisson distribution (eq. (9)) has238
n = λ ≡ ∆A∆t
Atτ∗
(16)











Thus, the relative standard deviation of the heating is proportional to the inverse square root of the240
averaging area and time.241
This makes clear the intuitive simplicity of this model. If λ = 1 the average number of thermals242














As stated above, the variability in heating is purely due to variability in n; if we had included a244
distribution of thermal characteristics, that would appear as an an additional factor here.245
Thus, the stochastic forcing is best considered as multiplicative noise. It can, however, be written246



























In practice, numerical models work with discrete timesteps, and model parametrization schemes249
produce an increment per timestep, ∆θ . Over timestep δ t the stochastically-perturbed increment250
can be written as251
∆θstochastic = ∆θaverage + εP∆θaverage, (20)
or, in terms of boundary-layer scales252









is a random number and the subscript is a reminder that this originates from253
a Poisson process, so a new value of εP arises only at intervals ∆t (assumed, for simplicity, an254
integral multiple of δ t). It has properties:255










Furthermore, as λ increases, the Poisson distribution tends to a Normal distribution, so εP tends to257
a Normal variate with mean zero and variance λ−1.258
The factor δ t
τ∗
θ∗ is just the average increment per model timestep, ∆θaverage. The factor δ tτ∗ is259
the average number of thermals per model timestep at a point or, alternatively, since, in practice,260
δ t < τ∗, the average fraction of a thermal in a model timestep at a point, as τ∗δ t is the average261
number of model timesteps a thermal lasts at a point.262















Recalling that n is the number of thermals occurring in time ∆t (and area ∆A), eqs. (21) and (24)264
can be applied in two different ways. If ∆t = δ t, so we apply all the heating from a thermal in265
a model timestep, the standard deviation of the stochastic increment gets smaller with smaller266
model timestep, but only as the square root of the model timestep, as the relative sampling noise267
increases.268
If, instead of the model timestep, we choose an averaging time ∆t = τ∗, i.e. apply the same269















so it is evident that we are merely spreading the overall increment over the number of timesteps271
in τ∗, and the remaining factor depends just of the number of thermals in area ∆A at any one time.272
The convective boundary-layer depth, h, is typically 1 km, so a model with a horizontal averaging273
length-scale of around 1 km will have ∆A ≈ At and standard deviation in temperature increment274
(added over τ∗) of θ∗.275
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In practice, the scales actually represented well by a model are several (at least 5 or 6) grid276
lengths (Skamarock et al. 2014). Thus, ∆A ≈ m2∆x2 > At , where m is about 5 or 6. Thus, in277
practice, the averaging area represents several thermals in models with horizontal grid length 1 km278
or larger, and the assumption of lack of horizontal correlation seems very reasonable. Hence, for279
models with gridlength greater than around 100-200 m, there seems no need to impose a horizontal280
correlation or structure to the stochastic increments.281
On the other hand, the timestep of numerical models depends on factors such as the Courant282
number (u∆t/∆x, where u is the maximum horizontal wind speed). The MetUM has a semi-283
implicit, semi-Lagrangian dynamical core that is not restricted by the Courant number in terms of284
stability, but still uses a timestep with maximum Courant number a small integer (typically 5) to285
maintain accuracy. The operational 1.5 km UKV uses a 60 s timestep. Many other models, such286
as WRF (Skamarock et al. 2008), are more restricted in timestep. In the typical example in Sec.287
3(3), τ∗ = 460 s. This tends to vary less than surface buoyancy flux and boundary-layer depth as288
a large surface buoyancy flux (and hence large w∗) tends to produce a deep boundary layer depth.289
Thus, ∆t/τ∗ is often less than, or even much less than, 1 in many convection-permitting models290
with resolution of a few km. This suggests that we do need to take into account the correlation291
of time perturbations. Nevertheless, since we are averaging over the horizontal structure, there292
seems little justification in treating the temporal correlation in detail. We have chosen to include293
time correlation simply via a first order auto-regressive process with auto-correlation time scale294
determined by the characteristic eddy turnover time, τ∗.295
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c. Temporally correlated Poisson perturbations as a first order auto-regressive process296
Let us introduce a more general stochastic process hi, taken to be the rate of change of state297
variables in timestep i. For simplicity, as above, we shall just consider θ , so:298
∆θi = hiδ t. (26)
We model hi as a (stationary) first order autoregressive stochastic process, in which we assume299
that a portion, µhi−1, of the heating comes from thermals that ‘fired’ in previous timesteps, and a300
portion, niq comes from ni new thermals in timestep i and delivering q heating rate. Thus,301
hi = µhi−1 +niq. (27)
Here µ ∈ [0,1), and the number of new thermals, ni, is assumed to follow the Poisson process.302
Taking expected values (i.e. ensemble mean) of this first order autoregressive stochastic process303
leads to304









As above, this may be re-arranged as an additive stochastic process thus:306













∆θstochastic = ∆θaverage + fi∆θaverage. (32)
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This is the same stochastic model as eq. (20), except instead of simple multiplicative noise we309
have a multiplicative stochastic process with310






This has the properties312



































Note that the variance of the correlated factors is less than that of the uncorrelated noise because316
the same heating is delivered over a longer time determined by µ . We need to parametrize µ . The317









We assume that this is proportional to τ∗, i.e.319
1
1−µ
δ t = ατ∗ (40)









If µ = 0 perturbations are uncorrelated in time and are assumed to occur entirely in one timestep,322
δ t. The option to assume uncorrelated perturbations everywhere has been implemented but, in the323











Note that a single thermal delivers total heating (summed over all timesteps) given by326



















Thus, for small δ t
ατ∗
the scheme approximates to an exponential decay of the heating from each330
thermal. However, the parametrization of µ in terms of τ∗, eq. (41), gives us a natural cutoff.331





naturally tending to λ−1 as in the uncorrelated case.333
4. Implementation in the MetUM334
a. Procedure335
As noted above, in practice, the scales actually represented well by a model are several (at least336
5 or 6) grid lengths. It is thus unlikely that variability on the grid scale will couple efficiently with337
the dynamics of the model. We take the area ∆A to be the area covered by ng×ng grid boxes and338
so assume that each area ∆A is spatially uncorrelated. The integer ng is an adjustable parameter of339
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the scheme. Over each area we obtain an average λ (using eq. (16)) and µ (using eq. (41)) with340
∆A = n2g∆x












This is taken directly from the MetUM boundary layer scheme (Lock et al. 2000) and represents342
a generalised boundary-layer timescale that includes the effect of wind shear through the friction343
velocity u∗ as well as the convective velocity scale. The latter is given by344
w3∗ = hw′b′ (46)
with w′b′ the surface buoyancy flux, essentially eq. (4) including the effect of moisture. The345
form of this essentially comes from surface layer similarity and was first proposed by Panofsky346
et al. (1977) and is discussed in Holtslag and Boville (1993), though they use a value 0.6 rather347
than 0.25; the choice of constant 0.25 is as in the Lock et al. (2000) scheme, though its origin is348
not entirely clear. This extends the use of the scheme to both neutral and (noting that a negative349
surface buoyancy flux reduces wm) stable conditions, though the minimum value of 0.4 m s−1, used350
for consistency with the boundary-layer scheme, may override this in practice. This minimum351
has little impact in practice, as the scheme produces very small perturbations in stable or even352
very weakly convective conditions, but it does serve to ensure that extremely short correlation353
timescales do not occur.354
Note that it would probably be more consistent to average the surface buoyancy flux, friction-355
velocity and boundary-layer depth over the ng×ng grid boxes to derive λ and µ but our approach356
was adopted to be more efficient on a parallel computer and has little practical impact in relatively357
homogeneous terrain. Furthermore, because of differences in land use, the surface buoyancy flux358
can vary substantially from grid box to grid box, while λ tends to vary less. As discussed above,359
this heterogenity due to differences in land use is an explicit and deterministic source of small-360
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scale variability. The multiplicative nature of the scheme means that this heterogeneity carries361
through to the stochastic forcing.362
For each of the grid boxes on the reduced two-dimensional grid (i.e. each box is ng×ng model363
grid boxes) a random integer ni, drawn from a Poisson distribution, is generated. Note that with λ364
substantially less than 1, as is often the case, this distribution is highly skewed, with 0 occurring365
frequently. The random factor fi is then generated using eqs. (34) and (33). The latter reduces to366
fi = εi if µ = 0, i.e. uncorrelated perturbations. Finally, a perturbation fi times the boundary-layer367
increment is added to the model physics forcing. The option is implemented to apply this selec-368
tively to the potential temperature, moisture or wind fields; in practice we have applied it to all.369
The scheme has been implemented outside the boundary layer scheme as an additional, stochas-370
tic forcing scheme. Ideally, it should be moved inside the scheme and the stochastic increments371
applied to the surface exchange as well, in order to conserve energy. Currently, energy is only372
conserved to the extent that the ensemble average of the stochastic increments is zero.373
The scheme can be summarised thus:374
∆φstochastic = ∆φaverage + fi∆φaverage, (47)
where φ represents the model u, v, θ and qv. If ∆t < ατ∗, fi is a first order auto-regressive stochas-375
tic process, randomly forced by the Poisson-related variable εi (eq. (34)) and with autocorrelation376
timescale ατ∗. εi has zero mean and variance λ−1, so fi has zero mean and variance given by eq.377
(37). Thus, inclusion of time correlation greatly reduces the dependency of the noise on timestep,378
especially when ∆t ατ∗, as it often is at resolutions O(1 km).379
A timestep dependence is, of course, present as we have multiplied the increment in a timestep380
by this noise factor. In a bulk model of the CBL our scheme reduces to381





























so the standard deviation of383
the noise will depend on hng∆x .384
b. Key Features385
The scheme outlined has the following physically sensible features:386
1. The key parameter is n (eq. (16)), the average number of thermals triggered in the selected387
area ∆A in time ∆t.388
2. The stochastic increments have zero mean on average (in a steady system).389
3. The stochastic increments have an amplitude proportional to the mean increments times λ−
1
2 .390
Thus, more thermals means smaller stochastic increments.391
4. The stochastic increments have time correlation (via an AR1 process) related to the turnover-392
time. If this is less than the timestep, stochastic increments are uncorrelated from timestep to393
timestep.394
5. Comparison with other schemes395
The implemented scheme uses the parametrized increments (using the boundary-layer396
parametrization described by Lock et al. (2000)). However, in a CBL and cumulus-capped CBL,397
the results broadly resemble the bulk scheme described above, so we shall use this as a basis for398
comparison.399
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A relatively simple stochastic scheme has already been implemented by Lock (2016) with more400
recent details in Beare et al. (2019). This assumes401




Here gi can be either a uniformly distributed variable εU in the range [−1,1] or a temporally402
correlated variable with403
gi+1 = µLgi +
√
1−µ2LεU . (51)
The factor µL here is given by404
µL = exp(−δ t/τ) (52)
with τ a fixed autocorrelation timescale, usually taken to be ten minutes. Thus, the temporal405
correlation is very similar to our scheme, apart from the fixed choice of timescale instead of the406
timescale varying with conditions. In practice, the fixed timescale of 10 minutes is quite represen-407
tative of the values of τ∗ found in the CBL.408
The factor δ t/δ t0 scales the increment with timestep, with δ t0 = 60 s the timestep of the UKV409
model the scheme was first implemented in. Both gi and εU have variance 1/3 so the variance of410
















This may be compared with the variance of the stochastic increment in our scheme applied to a412
bulk CBL (eq. (49)). The dependence on θ∗ is essentially the same. The scheme is implemented413
with a singles value gi for each box of a ‘super-grid’ of ng×ng points similar to our scheme but the414
dependence on ratio of eddy area to averaging area is absent in the Lock scheme, meaning that the415
same amplitude of noise is applied irrespective of the averaging area. As discussed in Sec. 4(a),416
our scheme reduces the standard deviation by a factor roughly hng∆x . The timestep dependence417
is the same, but normalised by δ t0 rather than τ∗. These differ by an order of magnitude. The418
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remaining factors, about 1/2 (eq. (49)) compared with 1/3 (eq.(53)), are a consequence of different419
assumed probability density functions. Overall, in conditions with h ≈ ∆x and τ∗ ≈ 10 min, the420
Lock scheme will produce stochastic increments about a factor 6ng larger than our scheme.421
KC describe a scheme designed to address similar issues. A stochastic field is added to the422
















2 is the variance of vari-424
ables given by the turbulence scheme in their model. The scheme is applied to variables tempera-425
ture, T , vertical velocity, w and specific humidity, q. The Gaussian random number field contains426
spatial and temporal correlations. The temporal correlation arises from holding the field fixed for427
10 min, then generating a new field. The 10 min represents the eddy turnover time. Spatial corre-428
lation in η is provided by convolving a set of random numbers drawn from a Gaussian distribution429
with a horizontal 2-dimensional Gaussian with standard deviation 2.5 grid points, representing a430






This has similarities with our scheme; in our scheme, we choose a fixed area in space, generally433
larger than the expected horizontal correlation length scale, on the grounds that the horizontal434
scales well represented by the model are much larger than the spatial correlation scale. However,435
we explicitly represent the temporal correlation, on the grounds that the timestep is shorter than436
the temporal correlation scale. Thus, the spatial pattern is stepped (or ‘checkerboarded’) but the437
temporal pattern varies relatively smoothly from timestep to timestep. The KC scheme does the438
reverse, representing smooth correlations explicitly in space on scales roughly the smallest that439
are well-represented by the model, but with a stepped time profile, each fixed period given by440
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an equal 10 minutes with no correlation between 10-minute periods. Thus, the physical idea441
behind temporal correlation is consistent with our scheme but the implementation does not adapt442
to different conditions in the same way.443
Note that a revised version of the KC scheme has been published more recently (after first444
submission of this paper) in Hirt et al. (2019); this, amongst other changes, implements an auto-445
regressive temporal correlation scheme similar to that of the Lock scheme discussed above. The446
scheme is implemented as in eq. (33), with ε a spatially correlated ‘Gaussian bump’ field and the447
same fixed correlation time as used in KC. Though the end result is very similar, we regard a key448
difference in our scheme as the link to the Poisson process expressed in the starting point eq. (27),449
which provides a self consistent scale adaptivity, as well as the physically-based correlation.450
The ‘checkerboard’ in space in our scheme is necessary as the amplitude and correlation451
timescale vary in space (and time). No doubt some smoothing could be applied to the spatial452
pattern of parameters, if necessary, but in practice the increments in a timestep are so small that453
this structure does not seem to have any significant impact. Both schemes assume vertically co-454
herent perturbations.455







where l∞ is the asymptotic mixing length describing the average size of an eddy assumed in the457
turbulence parameterization, dt is equal to the ‘temporal resolution of the model’, 25 s, and αsh,Φ458
is a tunable parameter set equal to 2 for all variables. This does not seem to make physical sense.459





2〉 12 δ t = αsh,Φ l∞5∆xη 〈Φ2〉 12 δ tdt (56)
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i.e. independent of δ t if δ t ≡ dt. This means that if one were to halve the model timestep, twice462
the total increment would be applied in the ten minute period η applies for. Given the timestep463
of 25 s quoted, this would also lead to a very large increment. Eq. (56) only makes physical464
sense if dt is a fixed time scale independent of timestep. Indeed, the revised scheme described465
in the Appendix of Rasp et al. (2018) replaces this with τeddy. The tuning parameter was also466
changed (to 7.2 from 2). This partly offsets the change in timescale from 25 s to 600 s, but clearly467
a change from 2 to 48 would be required to completely offset the change in timescale. The authors468
state that the “tuning factor was chosen so that the effects of the PSP scheme were noticeable but469
reasonable”; we understand this to mean the same methodology as KC was applied to optimise470
the amount and onset time of domain integrated precipitation for a strongly non-equilibrium case471
followed by a check that the same choice of tuning constant gave a similar improvement in other472
non-equilibrium cases, and while leaving the total precipitation largely unchanged in equilibrium473
case. Whatever it means, clearly the size of perturbations applied in the revised scheme should be474
a factor of around 7 smaller than in the KC scheme. The scheme reported by Hirt et al. (2019) also475
uses τeddy.476
If we denote the revised scheme of Rasp et al. (2018) KCR, considering temperature, T , the477
increment ∆T KCR in a timestep δ t is given by478
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This may be compared with eq. (25). Overall, the ratio of the KC scheme standard deviation in481













Clearly τ∗ ∼ τeddy, the only difference being that in our scheme the local value is used rather than483
a global constant. The first three terms highlight the key physics in the scheme: the horizontal484
averaging length-scale (ng and 5), the length scale of turbulent eddies and the variability in tem-485
perature due to turbulent eddies. The averaging scale is based upon a very similar premise and486
differs only in being more (hopefully realistically) physically flexible in our scheme (i.e. if we487
choose a larger averaging scale we get smaller variability). A key difference in formulation is that488
we take the length scale as the length scale occupied, on average, by one eddy, rather than the489
mixing length in a diffusion approach, which is assumed to be the scale of the eddy itself. Thus490
l∞, typically 150 m, is much smaller than h (and, indeed, in some schemes is taken to be 0.15h).491





/θ 2∗ ranging from about 1.85 in the middle of the boundary layer493
to 10 or more near the top and bottom. Thus, in practice, the KCR scheme applies perhaps 3 or 4494
times larger perturbations near the top and bottom of the boundary-layer than our scheme. While495
perhaps of practical value, we would argue that this is physically inconsistent as the turbulent496
length scale clearly decreases in these regions. For example, Kaimal et al. (1976) (Fig. 5) show497




is larger. Thus, if the local variance498
from the turbulence scheme is used at a given height, it would seem more appropriate to use a499
height-varying length scale. The effect would be to at least partially cancel the variability in each.500
We have focussed primarily on amplitude of perturbations, and particularly on temperature.501
The recent enhancements of the KC scheme by Hirt et al. (2019) focus on a non-divergent wind502
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perturbation which is found to force the vertical velocity more effectively. This seems to be a503
useful innovation; Hirt et al. (2019) emphasise that this enhances coupling with the resolved scales504
as less of the perturbation projects onto sound waves, so comparing magnitudes may not give505
a true reflection of impact. Whether this is physically important at the scales we are applying506
perturbations at (several km) may be questionable, but the approach may become more important507
as models move more into the sub-km ‘turbulence gray zone’. We did not pursue this in this initial508
implementation, in part, because the MetUM already has a kinetic energy backscatter scheme and,509
in part, to maintain simplicity. It is certainly likely that small scale vertical motions at the top of510
the boundary layer play a crucial role in coupling to shallow cumulus, but this is likely to be at511
a scale much smaller than those we are considering, and future work will focus on extending the512
scheme to include parametrized coupling with unresolved vertical motion in the cumulus scheme513
along with the backscatter scheme.514
In summary, at least when considering the magnitude of temperature fluctuations, the schemes515
are broadly similar in both magnitude and dependencies. The two schemes will produce differ-516
ent vertical profiles of perturbation; ours is simple and follows the parametrization profile. The517
KC scheme has a profile dependent on the profile of variability, but seems slightly flawed in not518
including the compensating profile of turbulence length-scale. Our scheme seems better justified519
when considering the relative sizes of grid box and timestep compared with spatial and, in particu-520
lar, temporal correlation scales respectively. Furthermore, the Poisson-based stochastic process is521
properly scale-adaptive (at least as far as the assumptions go), so naturally gives higher amplitudes522
when run at smaller scales that average to the consistent amplitudes at larger scales. However, in523
practice, the manner in which correlations are applied probably makes little difference (as dis-524
cussed further below), and the main difference is that temporal correlation in our scheme depends525
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explicitly on the local boundary-layer properties, and our random function is likely to be substan-526
tially more skewed.527
Overall, despite their apparent differences in formulation, the schemes are notable more for their528
similarity than their differences, the main key difference being the non-divergent increments in the529
later Hirt et al. (2019) variant.530
6. Diagnostics531
a. Introduction to diagnostics532
Diagnostics for testing the scheme have been chosen to allow examination of both the changes533
in magnitude induced by the scheme and the spatial differences. As the scheme is written for534
convective-scale models, careful interpretation of more ‘traditional’ techniques is required. To535
combat the differences between interpretation of diagnostics on the convection-permitting com-536
pared to convection-parametrizing scales either the metrics have been adapted (as discussed be-537
low) or cell statistics have been used. All of the diagnostics have been calculated over the analysis538
boxes shown in Fig. 1.539
b. Mean Square Difference540
The mean square difference (MSD) is a simple measure of the difference of magnitude between541
two forecasts, and is more frequently used in its square root form (Hohenegger and Schär 2007;542
Clark et al. 2009; Johnson et al. 2014, e.g.). Here, however, we use it in the squared form as in543






where Pp is the hourly accumulation of precipitation in the perturbed forecast, and Pc is the hourly545
accumulation of precipitation in the control forecast. The normalisation factor implies that the546
MSD will not be altered by the total amount of precipitation in the forecast and so multiple cases547
with different precipitation amounts can be compared fairly.548
The MSD is kept in its square form so that, when considering precipitation forecasts, it can be549
broken down into the MSD arising from precipitating points only in the control forecast, those550
points only in the perturbed forecast and those points that have precipitation in the same loca-551
tion in both the perturbed and the control (common points). Considering only the common points552
(MSDcommon) between both forecasts removes the ‘double penalty’ problem faced by all grid-point553
diagnostics at the convective scale. By removing the ‘double penalty’ problem the interpretation554
of this diagnostic at the convective scale reverts to its traditional interpretation of magnitude dif-555
ferences as opposed to a mixture of magnitude and spatial differences. The threshold for the556
precipitation used within this study is an hourly accumulation of 1 mm.557
c. Fraction of Common Points558
The fraction of common points (Fcommon) is a useful concept alongside MSDcommon as it helps559
determine the fraction of the precipitating points used within the calculation of MSDcommon. The560
fraction is defined by the total number of precipitating points in common between two forecasts561
(above an arbritary threshold: in this case hourly precipitation accumulations exceeding 1 mm)562
divided by the worst case scenario of precipitating points (i.e. when both forecasts have all the563






Here, N is the number of precipitating points above the threshold and the subscripts p and c refer565
to the forecasts being compared (perturbed and control forecast, respectively). As with the MSD,566
this diagnostic has been used in Leoncini et al. (2010), and here we take the normalisation of567
Flack et al. (2018) so that Fcommon ranges between 0 and unity, where unity represents a forecast568
where all of the precipitation is in the same location, and 0 represents a forecast where none of the569
precipitation is in the same location. Had the subtraction of Np,c not occurred in the denominator570
then the fraction would range between 0.0 and 0.5.571
As in Flack et al. (2018), the Fcommon values are compared to the fraction of common points that572
would be yielded from a random relocation of precipitating cells, based upon the number of cells573
in the control forecast (Fchance). A value of Fcommon smaller than or close to Fchance implies that574
the spatial forecasts of the events are near to a random forecast.575
d. Cell statistics576
The precipitation field from each forecast comprises discrete areas, or cells, of rain. To determine577
the distribution of size and strength of these cells, the cells are first identified using a tracking578
algorithm described in Hanley et al. (2015). Each identified cell is then described as having an579
area-equivalent diameter and a mean rainrate; area-equivalent diameter is defined as the diameter580
a circle with the equivalent area would have. Area and rainrate thresholds are applied to the581
precipitation fields so that only cells with a specified minimum size and rainrate are considered in582
the evaluation. In this study, a minimum area of 2∆x× 2∆x is used and rainrate thresholds of 1583
mm/h and 4 mm/h are imposed, representing light and heavy rain respectively. After thresholds584
have been imposed, distributions of cell size and magnitude can be produced, in the form of585
histograms.586
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7. Testing the scheme587
a. Test cases588
Whilst the scheme has been applied to a number of convective cases during its development,589
two test cases from summer 2017 are presented here. These cases exhibit very different con-590
vective behaviour and have been chosen to show how the scheme behaves in a situation that is591
more stochastic in nature (scattered showers) compared to one that is not (a mesoscale convective592
system; MCS).The convective adjustment timescale (e.g. Done et al. 2006) is used to show how593
different these cases are by considering their placement in the spectrum of convective regimes594
(e.g. Flack et al. 2018). The cases have also been named after the areas in which either there was595
flooding or was the most dynamically active.596
1) COVERACK CASE: 18 JULY 2017597
This case is highlighted by a flash flood that swept through the village of Coverack in southern598
Cornwall (Cornwall Council 2017). The convective event formed off the coast of Brittany at599
approximately 1200 UTC and progressed northward, reaching Coverack at around 1400 UTC. Part600
of the event anchored over Coverack and produced intense rainfall in the area for approximately601
3 hours, the main part of the system continued past Coverack and into the surrounding moorland.602
The event formed as a result of a surface trough (Fig.1a), and this forcing continued with the event,603
with it eventually forming into an MCS. This rapidly decayed and later in the day another MCS604
formed over France, which then moved into south east England causing surface-water flooding605
in Reading (Davies 2017). The convective adjustment timescale for this case begins at 4.2 h and606
reduces to 0.4 h by the end of the convection. Therefore, it sits somewhere in the middle of the607
regimes for the UK (compare with Flack et al. 2016). Using the timescale’s value and combining it608
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with the knowledge that local forcing existed to keeping the storm anchored places this case more609
towards the non-equilibrium end of the spectrum (despite the marginal timescale).610
2) KENT CASE: 5 AUGUST 2017611
A high pressure centre was located over continental Europe and the UK was dominated by612
westerly flow (Fig.1b). This led to showers forming in the lee of the Welsh mountains which were613
then advected by the flow across England. As the showers formed they intensified as a result of614
localised forcing from a surface trough. This surface trough then tracked with the showers and they615
eventually organized into squall lines over central England. These lines then progressed eastward616
into East Anglia, the Thames estuary and North Kent. During the event, one of the authors (D. L.617
A. Flack) was in North Kent. Along with the intense precipitation associated with this convective618
line, at the southern end of the line (over the North Kent coast) he observed a mesocyclone and619
three funnel clouds from 1502–1534 UTC. This case has a low convective adjustment timescale620
throughout the convective life cycle varying between 1.1 h and 0.1 h. These low values imply621
that the case is closer towards the convective quasi-equilibrium end of the spectrum of convective622
regimes.623
b. Model set up624
The scheme has been tested in the 1.5 km resolution, UKV configuration of the MetUM at625
version 10.6 with the ENDGAME dynamical core (Wood et al. 2014). The model domain is626
shown in Fig. 1. This configuration uses the Lock et al. (2000) boundary layer scheme, the Wilson627
and Ballard (1999) microphysics sheme, the Edwards and Slingo (1996) radiation scheme and the628
Porson et al. (2010) surface-exchange scheme. The two cases considered here are run such that the629
most intense convection of the case studies occurs at approximately 24 h into the simulation. The630
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Coverack case is initiated at 1500 UTC 17 July 2017 and the Kent case is initiated at 1500 UTC631
4 August 2017. These times are chosen to allow time for the perturbations to spin-up so that they632
can influence the forecast of the convective events.633
c. Effect of the scheme634
This section illustrates how the introduction of the stochastic scheme described in Sec. 3 and 4635
influences the forecast in the MetUM using the diagnostics introduced in Section 6. As described636
in Sec. 4, the area ∆A over which we are considering the thermals is covered by ng×ng gridboxes.637
The perturbations to the field are calculated on a reduced two-dimensional grid (with each hori-638
zontal dimension reduced by ng), with each original gridbox within a ng× ng gridbox area using639
identical random perturbations. For each gridbox in the original grid, the associated perturbation640
from the reduced grid is then multiplied by the perturbation to the field due to the boundary layer641
scheme in that gridbox to obtain the resulting perturbation to be used in the scheme. This method642
is applied to potential temperature, moisture and horizontal wind fields as described in Eq. 48. A643
value of ng = 8 has been chosen so as to be close to the 5 or 6 ∆x required to resolve features on644
a grid and yet not too large so that the stochastic perturbations are negligible. Sensitivity to this645
choice is tested in Sec. 7d.646
For each case, the MetUM was initially run without the addition of any stochastic perturbations,647
to produce a control run. The model run was then repeated 5 times with the scheme included,648
each time with a different random seed, to produce 5 ensemble members. This gives an indication649
of the spread of the forecasts when using the scheme. Figure 2 shows that in both cases the650
overall domain-averaged rainfall was quite well forecast but certainly not perfectly. Initiation was651
(perhaps unusually) more gradual in the model than in radar rainfall in the Coverack case. The652
initiation time of the convection is not significantly changed comparing the control run and any653
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of the ensemble members. Furthermore, during the first 6 hours after the convection is initiated,654
the domain-averaged rain rate is almost identical. The largest differences appear later into the run;655
although the peaks and troughs in the precipitation are similar, the magnitude varies by up to 10656
or 20%. There is a qualitative impression that the growth of differences between members has657
saturated well before the end of the forecast – this is discussed more quantitatively below.658
This variation is also evident in instantaneous precipitation fields in Figure 3 for Coverack and659
Figure 4 for Kent. In both cases the forecasts, while having larger-scale structure in common with660
the radar rainfall, have substantial errors at the cloud-cluster scale. The ensemble members show661
similar larger regions of precipitation (cloud clusters) but differ in the finer detail (cloud scale).662
The fraction of common points between the control forecast and the ensemble member forecasts663
(using an hourly accumulation threshold of 1 mm) can be seen in Figure 5, with the mean of all664
ensemble members shown as the solid line and the dashed lines indicating ±1 standard deviation665
from the mean. When the convection is fully developed in the domain, at a lead time of around 18666
hours, the fraction of common points generally has a value between 0.4 and 0.8, with a decreasing667
trend towards the lower end of the range. This supports observations that, whilst the location of668
the main regions of precipitation are superficially the same, the details in location and/or timing of669
the heaviest rain differ between forecasts.670
The increases in Fcommon are associated with i) the formation of new cells co-located in the en-671
semble members, ii) enlargement/intensification of cells to encompass other smaller cells in the672
other members or, iii) cells coming into the analysis domain from the boundaries, as the boundary673
conditions remain unchanged throughout each ensemble member. Subsequent falls in the diagnos-674
tic are expected as the forecasts begin to diverge from one another.675
In the Coverack case, the entry of the MCS into the domain is preceded by the formation of small676
and very scattered shower cells, which develop in random locations in each ensemble member677
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roughly 13 h into the forecast. The large area of organised precipitation then moves into the678
domain accompanied by smaller cells (again, in different locations depending on the ens member)679
and an increase in Fcommon. It is fully in the domain by 1500 (T+24 h) when Fcommon starts to680
increase again. By 1700 there are less small cells and then the organised system moves out of the681
domain. It would seem that the increases in Fcommon coincide with the decrease in the number of682
smaller cells.683
The sharp drop at T+26 in Figure 5 in the Kent case, is associated with the squall lines leaving the684
analysis domain and so reflects different timings alongside a drop in the number of precipitating685
cells, as indicated by the drop in the Fchance.686
The difference in magnitude for the common points between the control and the ensemble fore-687
casts is shown in Figure 6, where the mean square difference of common points between the688
control and each ensemble member, is less than 0.5 for all runs. For the Coverack case, the689
ensemble-averaged MSDcommon remains fairly constant over time (though with a peak at T+18).690
This is probably because the forecast was dominated by the MCS. The Kent case shows more691
temporal variations that can be associated with the development of the showers and merger into692
squall lines.693
Cell statistics in Figure 7 (for Coverack) and 8 (for Kent), show that the distribution of cell size694
and magnitude is largely similar for each ensemble member. Overall, the total number of precip-695
itation cells (> 1 mm/hr threshold) appears to increase when the scheme is used and there is a696
hint that there are more larger cells in the Coverack case, although in general, the distribution of697
size and magnitude of precipitation cells are similar for the control and each ensemble member.698
Together with the MSD and Fcommon plots, we can conclude that the cells have similar character-699
istics for the control and each ensemble member but appear in different locations at any particular700
time (with evidence that there may be more of the larger cells with 1mm/hr threshold). On the701
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other hand, the Kent case shows a general reduction in the total number of precipitation cells and702
is likely to be linked to slightly stronger upper-level forcing in this case compared to the Coverack703
case.704
d. Sensitivity to number of grid boxes, ng705
As described in Section 4, the area ∆A in the scheme is defined using ng gridboxes. This ad-706
justable parameter determines how the stochastic perturbations vary spatially. A value of 8 is707
chosen by default for reasons described previously. However, it is still possible to use a smaller708
(or larger) value of ng and this section explores the sensitivity of the scheme to the value of ng in709
model runs for the cases described above. Specifically, values for ng of 2 and 4 are compared with710
the ng = 8 runs already described.711
The key features in Section 4 highlight that a smaller area ∆A would hold fewer thermals and712
thus the stochastic increments would be larger in a physically consistent way. This is confirmed713
in the distributions of the instantaneous perturbations shown in Fig. 9 for both cases. Note that714
the instantaneous perturbations are those added in a timestep; as discussed in Sec. 7(c), the total715
perturbation amplitude delivered by temporally correlated perturbations is of order τ∗/∆t, typically716
an order of magnitude, larger.717
There are some differences in the distributions between the cases though. Specifically, in the718
Kent case with increased ng, the distribution shows greater frequency of points with a perturbation719
value of zero, and there is also a narrowing of the distribution (compare ng=8 and ng=2; Fig.9(b)),720
whereas for the Coverack case (compare ng=8 and ng=4; Fig. 9(a)), the distribution only becomes721
narrower and there is no change in the frequency of points with a perturbation size of zero. These722
changes in the distribution are linked to the more numerous convection, and hence perturbation723
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occurrence, in the Kent case, compared to the more locationally restricted perturbations (mainly724
around the MCS) in the Coverack case.725
The sensitivity of the forecast to a change in value of ng is shown by the timeseries of average726
rain rate in Fig. 10(a) and (b) in the Coverack and Kent cases respectively. This shows that727
using a lower value of ng does not significantly change the precipitation amount; the rainfall rate728
using these lower values of ng actually fall within the range of values from the ensemble member729
forecasts (not shown here). Instantaneous rainrate plots over the Coverack area at the time when730
the precipitation was anchored over the village (third row of Fig. 3 - and equivalent Fig. 4 for731
Kent), also show that the main regions of heavy precipitation are very similar in all ensemble732
members and runs with lower value of ng although, again, the finer detail is different. Cell statistics733
in Fig. 13(a) and (b) (for Coverack and Kent respectively), show that the distribution of the cell734
size and intensity are not sensitive to the value of ng.735
The number of common points between the control (no scheme) forecast and those with the736
scheme but varying values of ng, are largely similar for both cases. Small changes in Fcommon are737
observed with smaller perturbation areas (see Fig. 11(a) and (b) for Coverack and Kent respec-738
tively). This is echoed in the mean square difference of the common points (see Figure 12(a) and739
(b) for Coverack and Kent respectively). This may reflect the idea that it is the variability at the740
scales resolvable that matters and the scheme is designed to produce similar variability on this741
scale even if a small scale is used in the scheme.742
e. Sensitivity to amplitude743
The magnitude of the perturbations at each timestep produced by this scheme are of order 20744
times smaller than those from the (Lock 2016) scheme described in Section 5. It was demonstrated745
in the previous section that changing the seed in the calculation of the perturbations or the area746
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over which the perturbations change did not significantly change the overall forecast compared747
with a forecast without the scheme (though substantial differences develop at small scales). This748
section considers the effect of the magnitude of the perturbation on the results. This is achieved749
by multiplying the second term on the right hand side of Eq. 48 by a factor (hereafter referred750
to as Ampfactor) thus increasing the perturbations by that factor. We use Ampfactor values of 2751
and 10. These values of Ampfactor are used purely for these sensitivity tests, they do not have752
any physical basis. This lack of physical basis implies that the results would be less scientifically753
justified for use within a forecast. Distributions of instantaneous perturbations for the experiments754
are shown in Fig. 9.755
Once again, there are no obvious differences in the larger-scale structure of precipitation fields756
or distribution of cell size with the larger perturbation. These larger perturbations do not appear to757
significantly affect the average rainrate (see Fig. 10) and the area of precipitation is largely similar758
with differences only in the detail (see bottom row in Figures 3 and 4).759
The detail can be studied through the other diagnostics. Differences between Ampfactor 1760
and Ampfactor 2 simulations, in comparison with the control and ensemble spread, are mini-761
mal. Larger differences occur for multiplying the perturbations by an Ampfactor of 10. There762
is a consistent decrease in Fcommon, particularly for the Kent case, during the mature stages of763
the convective events (Fig. 11(b)). The ensemble-averaged MSDcommon (Fig. 12) shows similar764
behaviour for Ampfactor 1 and 2 simulations, and even the Ampfactor 10 results show a similar765
spread in the ensemble, though again with some suggestion of more impact in the Kent case. Sim-766
ilarly, the size and magnitude of the cells, shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b) (for Coverack and Kent767
respectively), do not change significantly with perturbation size.768
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8. Conclusions769
A physically consistent but simple stochastic boundary layer scheme has been developed that770
takes a form most naturally expressed as multiplicative noise. The noise is Poisson in character771
and, consideration of magnitudes shows that the distribution can be highly skewed at convection-772
permitting scales. The scheme has been derived via a very different route but has been shown to773
have much in common with the KC scheme, though with the advantage that some parameters are774
more physically based.775
Quantitative investigation of the scheme shows that with horizontal grid lengths around 1 km776
temporal correlation is far more important than spatial. Above all, however, it is notable that777
the size of perturbations is very small (overall heating, for example, generally less than 0.01 K in778
temperature delivered over a correlation time of around 10 minutes); at least an order of magnitude779
smaller than in some more ad hoc schemes. As a result, they have very little impact on the780
energetics of the forecast, so overall domain-averaged precipitation, for example, is essentially781
unchanged.782
Differences between ensemble members initialised from the control do grow to produce signifi-783
cant differences between ensemble members at the scale of individual convective cells. Thus, they784
can plausibly account for lack of predictability at this scale. After around 12 h they appear to be785
roughly saturated. However, it must be emphasised that perturbations are continuously added to786
the system, so this represents the time scale to achieve a balance between addition of new pertur-787
bations, perturbation growth and dissipation, not just saturation of initial perturbations. On these788
time scales there is no strong evidence for substantial growth of ensemble spread at larger scales.789
However, it is likely that, in addition to this being limited by the domain size, the cases chosen790
have a finite lifetime of very active convection.791
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The results of the scheme are not sensitive to the choice of averaging area the perturbations are792
chosen to represent, at least where this remains within an order of magnitude of the grid scale.793
This was the intention behind the design of the scheme and is consistent with the idea that the794
greater amplitude of perturbations when applied closer to the grid scale do not couple with the795
dynamics, and only those at well-resolved scales are effective. However, we have not proven this796
by looking at the initial perturbation growth, as it seems clear that the scheme has impact through797
the longer-term saturation of the continuously applied perturbations.798
Some sensitivity to magnitude in difference diagnostics compared to no scheme is evident, which799
suggests that the amplitude of perturbations at resolved scales does have some effect, but the800
sensitivity is not strong. A factor of two increase in magnitude produces results which are within801
the ensemble spread produced by the scheme but an order of magnitude increase in magnitude802
does lead to ensemble spread that is somewhat more rapid, and generally marginally more spatial803
spread when considering the Kent case.804
The scheme represents only the variability due to boundary-layer turbulence in a horizontally ho-805
mogeneous system. Other sources of boundary-layer variability undoubtedly exist, such as small806
scale heterogeneity in land surface and soil moisture. More ad hoc schemes may well represent807
actual boundary-layer variability more quantitatively, but at the cost of having less basis in phys-808
ical processes. Nevertheless, the scheme has been shown to be sufficient to produce substantial809
differences in forecasts at the scale of convective cells; in Part II of this paper (Flack et al. submit-810
ted) the differences between ensemble members is compared with that resulting from mesoscale811
differences in the initial and boundary conditions.812
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FIG. 1. Met Office analysis charts valid at a) 0000 UTC 18th July 2017 (Coverack case) and b) 0000 UTC
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FIG. 2. Domain averaged rainrate for a) Coverack and b) Kent cases.
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FIG. 3. Coverack: Radar (top left) and precipitation fields at 1400 UTC from control model run (top right),
ensemble members with different seeds (second row), ensemble member 1 with different ng as described in
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FIG. 4. Kent: Radar (top left) and precipitation fields at 1200 UTC from control run (top right), ensemble
members with different seeds (second row), ensemble member 1 with different ng as described in Section 4a



































FIG. 5. F common for a) Coverack and b) Kent cases showing mean (solid line), ± 1 standard deviation
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FIG. 6. The MSD over common points for a) Coverack and b) Kent cases showing the average MSD (solid

















20170718 Coverack R = 1 mm/hr A = 9 km^2 dt = 5
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20170718 Coverack R = 4 mm/hr A = 9 km^2 dt = 5
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FIG. 7. Coverack: Cell statistics for radar, the control run and all ensemble members, using the stochastic BL
scheme with ng=8 (as described in Section 4a) and different seeds. Rainrate and area thresholds are as indicated
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FIG. 8. Kent: Cell statistics for radar, the control run and all ensemble members, using the stochastic BL
scheme with ng=8 (as described in Section 4a) and different seeds. Rainrate and area thresholds are as indicated






























































FIG. 9. Distribution of amplitude of perturbations for model with different values of ng (as described in
Section 4a) and amplitude factor (as described in Section 7e). The black line is the baseline run (ng=8, Ampfac-

































































FIG. 10. Average rainrate for radar and model with different values of ng (as described in Section 4a) and
amplitude factor (as described in Section 7e). The black line is the baseline run (ng=8, Ampfactor=1); a)













































FIG. 11. F common for model with different values of npts (as described in Section 4a) and Ampfactor (as
described in Section 7e) with associated F chance in the lower lines. The black line is the baseline run (ng=8,



























































FIG. 12. Ensemble-averaged MSD common for model with different values of npts (as described in Section
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20170805 Kent R = 4 mm/hr A = 9 km^2 dt = 5
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FIG. 13. Cell statistics using a rainrate threshold of 4 mm/hr for radar and model with different values of
ng (as described in Section 4a) and Ampfactor (as described in Section 7e). The black line is the baseline run
(ng=8, Ampfactor=1). Storm equivalent diameter: a) Coverack and b) Kent. Mean rainrate: c) Coverack and d)
Kent.
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